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1. Introduction

There is no doubt, that Quantum Chromodynamics is adequa-

te to hadronic world* Unfortunately, our present methods are

not adequate to Quantum Chromodynamics iteelf,

Perturbation theory is formulated in terms of unphysical

objects-quarks,gluons, and ghosts. Strong coupling expansion

deals with the physical (colorless) objects, but lacks uni-

versality and Lorentz-invariance.

\a it was first pointed by
 f

t Hooft an adequate ap-

proach might be 1/N expansion. For large number N of colors,

all the nice features of QCD become better. In particular,

the widths of resonances decrease as H*"' , so that the limi-

ting case N e oo corresponds to a certain dual resonance

theory. The 1/N expansion corresponds to the dual loop ex-

pansion. However, the quantitative formulation of 1/N ex-

pansion in 4-dimensional QCD is a difficult problem. There

are no general methods of summing the relevant planar

graphs. Apparently, some special method should be develo-

ped for the gauge theory*

In order to attack this problem, we exploit below the

formulation of QCD in terms of the loop functionals

с
The functionals of such a type were first considered by

Handelstam in the context of the path-dependent forma-

lism, and by Wilson ^ in lattice gauge theories.

Recent investigation of equations of motion for the



loop functional was initiated by Polyakor t ¥avbu ' ,

Gorvaie 9Ы Heveu , and others. The original conjecture

was that it гас be Interpreted as the «are functional, which

satisfies in вone approximation the linear ware equation of

the relativietic string.

At the same time, one of the present authore noti-

ced that the factorisation property for the eultiloop fun»*

tiocals

permits one to write down a. closed equation for W[
c
] 9Л

D B № in the lattice theory* It turned out to b* ftot a

linear wave equation of the КавЪи-CrOto 9tring, Ther» v#rt

eonmutator terms, which were quadratic in W [
C
J • Яоютог

tbla result was not putliebed, until а соггекропйзпее with

the plauar graphs was entabllahed.
n

This wae dor.e in our recent; peper ' , where we deri-

ved the local version of loop equation of motion, «hloh can

bo checked witvhln the perturbation theory. Also, «one pro-

perties of thic equation and some general!satioss wave stu-

died in Ref, 8,9 •

Both our equation itself and the general approach to

QOD based on it differ from I.hose of other aufchcre. The pre-

sent paper contain* the eystenatlo fonvxlation of our ap -

proach and investigation of our equation. Zhue, it should

be considered as an extended Teroion o.t P.ttt« 7 • However»

the present paper contains eono new results.

' A.A.Kigdnl, lecture at the 6«ainar on Quantum solitoas.
(Lenlngred, October, 19?в).



Oar main conceptual auulevomut.t concerries a possibility
entirely

ot reformulating CjP^ln teroie of colorless compoeite fields

instead of colored quarks and gluont.The role of such fields

le played by the gauge invariant loop functionals. fle flhow

that this approach. Is quite adequate to 4CD in confining pha-

se and relate the observable» to the expectation values of

the loop functionais* Next, we derive the Stminger equaions

of notion in the loop space*)j which completely describe dy-

namics of the loop fields.

Notice, that our approach is essentially different from

that based on an analogy » between the SU(H) gauge theo-

ry and SUflO chiral theory in the loop space. Our equations,

rather reminding of those of the \ -uomponent i* theory,

are closed for the gauge singlets, so that N enters only

as a numerical factor. Within our approach, one cannot cal-

culate any gauge dependent quantity. Fortunately, there is

no need of that.

Next, we arrive at the following stri King result concer-

ning the loop dynamics. The limit N ~* °° for W cor-

responds to the "classical" equation in the loop space m d

the WEB approximation method can be used.

The "classical" equation, which is Juat our equation of

Ref. 7 , 1B solved by means of manifestly gauge invariant

diagram technique in the loop spaoe. Asymptotic freedom is

reproduced in a rather simple form. Uoreov r, the new diag-

ram technique is free from infrared catastrophe because co-

lored objects are absent. We show the areas law of confi .-

ment to be self-consistent within the new perturbation theo-

ry.
In Sect* 2 we introduce the loop products and relate

*) A general approach based on contour Shwlnger - Dyson equ-
ation for W(cf_O

 wa8 first suggested by Polyakov (Ref. 4).



the gauge invariant Greene functions of QCD with quarks to

the expectation values of the traces of the loop products.

In Sect* 3 *
e
 derive exact equations of motion for the

loop field. Various derivatives of the loop functionals are

Introduced and discussed in detail*

In Sect. 4 we observe that 1/Я expansion of these equa-

tions is nothing but WKB method for the loop fields* Slnoe

j/v enters as an explicit parameter, the 1/ff expansion is

straighforward.

In Sect* 5 ** show how our equation (at И • oo ) genera-

tes the planar diagrams of the old perturbation theory*

In Sect. 6 we develop the new diagram technique by di-

rect iterations of our equation. The new diagrams correspond

to certain infinite gauge invariant subset* of the old ones*

In Sect. ? the areas law is shown to be self-consistent

to each order of the new perturbation theory*

Finally, in Sect.8 we discuss the results and the pers-

pectives.

2* QCD IT* Teraw of ЬООР Fields

Our ultimate goal in QCD is to find the S-matrix for the

colorless composite hadrone. The colored objects - quarks

and gluons are expected to be permanently confined inside

hadrons.

Within 1/БГ expansion meson* decouple from baryons,which

acquire masses 0(H) being composed from Я quarks. As it

was discussed recently by Witten
 1 1

 . the baryons play a

role of solitons In 1'H expansion.



Properties of aesone can be studied by adding the bill*.

near source t e n

to the QC2> Lugrangian

4л» t* v г г
 f (2<2)

We Included the quark masses into the source and defined

Xo
 я
 /V^.

2
 . (2.4)

this quantity should be kept finite within 1/N expansion.

Aocordlxs to asymptotic freedom the hadronio scale p. at

Ж т со equals to

(2.5)

«here Л is the U.\/. outoff. There are higher terms

O(lT
1
) in this relation, so that -A. should oe «lightly de-

pendent of К to cancel divergences in the physical quanti-

ties. These subtleties are unimportant at the moment»

The functional

F[n] •

(220 СОШвС^«& <Jreen.e fvmotlonE of

riant querk currents



For simplicity we did not add the sources for the gluoniu»,

e.g.

S'X = Tr F(o)
(2.6)

Let ae concentrate on the generating functional (2*6).

averaging is defined as usual

n

It would be nice to derive a set of dynamical equations for

this functional and to expand those in 1/Я. Unfortunately,

it is impossible, since our source is bilinear rather than

linear in the original gloon and quark fields*

However, one nay generalise this functional so, that

equations of motion become closed»

First let us integrate over the quark fields

The gauge invariant trace in this relation can be represen-

ted as follows (up to divergentjconstant term)

J T
(2.11)

to ж1о)*х(Т)



Ie introduced the functional integration over the closed

path* X ( A ) . Тдв loop product

Hf(c) = Tr P exp ( |

enters due to gauge invarianoe» Фае weight factor 7 can be

calculated from the Feynoans relation

exp(-iHT) =

Talcing care of the ordering of the j{ -matrices and mat-

ricee in the flavor space, we find '

[a* tr f

Here the T -symbol orders the matrices which remain entan-
л

gled. The matrix M ("Г) equals

(2.15)

One may represent T-exponent in Eq, (2.-14) as functional

integral orer the Grassman variables for $ -matrices, but

we do not need such a representation in below*

She functional 7[c, M j depends, generally speaking,

both on 0 and on M • However, we shall omit an irre-
levant variable in below»



What i s important at the moment i s that our in i t ia l ge-

nerating functional (2.6) belongs to the claee

F[h] = «n(H(r[c,M:j/z[r£c,"»]]); '

where the loop summation is defined ae (see al»o Ref. 10)
00

J s > 0 O / ( M (2.18)
^ +0 X<*J*X(T)

The functional source J (M) was defined by Sq. (2.14) and

j( mjj corresponds to the quark mass matrix ae a eouroe»

As we shall see in the next Seotione, the effective ex*

paneion parameter is 7 /H rather than 3 iteelf. Ihie ie

why we дат* chosen the fornnlation of the gauge tbeory la

terms of the loop operators. She parameter ft will enter

•a a factor In equations of motion for Z[7J »O that

1/H expansion will be straightforward.

Let us resume this Section ma follows* She generating

functional for the composite flq fields was related to the

generating functional for the loop product operators* equa-

tions for the latter functionals are suitable for 1/1 ex-

pansion. These equations will be considered in the next

Section*

3* Bouation of Motion Ifl Т̂ 1"ГР Space

In this Section we translate the ordinary equations of

motion for the gauge fields in the coordinate space into

equations of motion for the loop operators in the loop

8



я;;»гс<?.. ™ho loop врясе consists о* all possible closed loops

fr..-к? aefeiox. rut this space caiTnsponds to variation of the fora

o.* -iii-з lo >]"/.

L-at U K add the lirtle closed loop 6C(jx) afc the-Tpoiat

-*" - -
 л

 Ws do not asstime the contour to be smooth - it

N С
1
 aeceeearily poaseeave the

} cusps as one can se« from

к l i t t l e loop 3C(x}
is rdded at t.ae poir

f ,4^(^ ) is *-;h'; area

ges

iaaide о

The ;.ocp

as follows

X

operator

)), о

chan-

.1)

«v ie the non-Abelian field strength

relatione veiv first established by Mandelstaa

the variation of the loop operator starts

f:.cr.& the quadratit; terms in the size of the little loop* In

etereral case there might be singular terms, proportional to

*tjue l-sngth of little loop

Kb vae oalSEica3. level it is obvious, that such terms are

ê -f-'unt ..'or fcJie -rariation of the loop product.



However, in the quantum theory the situation is а ЫЬ mo-

re complicated. The terms like A t(c) do appear in the

loop averages. In order to avoid this paradox, one should de-

al with the regularised theory having the finite cutoff Л

and tend to sero the size of the little loop prior to the li-

mit A ~* °° • This is a standard prescription - the little

intervale involved in definitions of derivatives in quanta*

theory should be always smaller than the inverse cutoff.

Another alternative is to use the dimensional regulari-

cation. The Uandelstams relation (J.1) is then satisfied* We

shall briefly discussed some aspects of this approach

in Sect. 5.

Let us call the functional» with the finite derivative

tlioee of the Stokes type (since the Handeletaas relation

(5.1) is a generalization of the Stokes theorem)* Notice that

№. Лл
(
с] belongs to a olase of functionals with the mar-

ked point» whereas V^C-J «as the functional of the con-

tour О ав a geometrical object»

There is another type of derivatives for the contouV

ftmctionals of the Stokes type having the marked point.

Since we ehall use both types of derivatives, let us dwell

on their definition* First, consider an open contour and

*№ add the little path

d*
 t0 the end

point X (see Pig.

f
i g
.2. Two types of variations of

 2
>* • « elation of

a and a. little .path <h(du) to
the end point x{y).

 a

10



(3.6)

x
ia proportional to

One may introduce the partial derivative w.r.t. the «nd

point

In tie sane way

Tinolly, one may introduce the operator of the total trans-

lation of the contour

JL a 2. + i +

The last term corresponds to translation of the body of the

contour, while first two ones correspond to translation of

the end points.

For the closed contour

-2- 7J - It

tt



or, equivalently

Vy. Z/ЛХ " О • С5И2)

where ft, s ̂ x ^ * ( ̂ T I J '
 T h e c o n t o u r

 translation

How, we are in a position to derive the basic relation

Notice, that the operation v 9 X « «as defined in eich a

way that for the ordinary functions of X it redaoee to the

ordinary derivative. However, in our case it Is a nontrlvial

operation. The derivatives % Х м A d V^^^do not conute

(froa the definition we observe, that their ooaautator redu-

ces to the field strength). Later we shall check the rela -

tion C3.14) directly by differentiating Faddeevwpopov diag-

rams for the expectation value of the loop operators.

Since the R.H.S» of Eq. (5.14) contains the variation

of the Action

'w can use the equations of motion

12



which are valid for any matrix functional Q-Ц (A) due to

translational invariance of the integration measure 3)A •

The trace term is subtracted since we are dealing with SF(N)

theory end have to respect the condition

TrA
r
~O , (3-17)

when varying

• m-re explicit form of equation of motion reads

< T r (vr

We take

<2'
J
' - u'L

Then the ISS of Eq. (3*19) can be represented as

She RHS can be calculated ueir.g the identity

. A graphic represen-
EaHon of the RHS of Eq, Eq. (3.19)
(3.22) the double line
stands for Six-i).

(3.20)

ТГ7.О.21)

>.22)

This relation is illustrated

by Pig. 3» where the double li-

ne stands for the О -func -

tion.

Combining the above rela-

tions» we find for the RHS of



L wfosc*'*) u'ito а£(с1
))е

с>
( 5
-

2 3 )

Contracting with the tracelees tensor ia the RHS of Eq.(3.19)

we find in the bracketв in Bq> (J.2J)

l
)'j H

The contours

t. The contours Cx*
цх*«Т • For the non-

regularized theory the double
line stands for о (x-y) a* in
Fi

S
. 3.

In this case the little paths £

close the contours ^ u .

and £u# вхв the parts

of С from z to у and

from у to x . These con-

tours are both formally

closed due to the О -

-function, which ia re-

presented by the double

line in Pig.4. One may

emear the О -function

to avoid divergences.

8

should be added to

Чих

14



% e contour С */Г*с'-л(Г
ouble line stands for

S {x-j) again,wlien the theory
Is non-regularixed»

The contour 6*C i*

shown la Pig.5» Tbm

little pathn ar* r« -

quired Ъу gauge Isnr»»

riimoe ~ the loop ope-

rator for the unclosed

loop is not gauge inva-

riant*

Now, we are in position to write down the closed equa-

tion for the generating functional

# Sj(cj

This is a 4-vector equation, which corresponds to the first

of the Haxwelle equations

Another equation - the Bianohi Identity

(3.26)

(3.27)

which isjpllea the absence of the eolor monopoles, leads to

identity

(3.28)

£. •3 f



Т Ы в identity results In equation

Finally, there is an Initial condition

for the vanishing contours* Thli leade to the following con-

dition

(3.51)

• in the next Section we shall вее that Bqs* (5*25),(3*29),

(3«ЗИ) contain all the information about the gauge theory.

In particular,-these equations with the standard boundary

conditions at Euclidean infinity permits one to reconstruct

uniquely the Feynman - de-Witt - Faddeev - Popov perturba-

tion theory»

This approach involves complicated mathematical objects

such as a functional Z of the source 7 . which in turn is

a functional of the loop* This is a price for elimination

of all the colored tieIds from the theory* Our equations

are closed for the gauge singlets so that all the informa-

tion about the underlying gauge group*

SU(K), enters as a numerical parameter IT .

This formulation is suited for the confining phase.whe-

re the complete set of obeervables is given by the set of

the gauge singlet fields.



4, 1/N Expansion as flKB Method In Loop Space

The 1/N expansion of QCD equation of motion in the loop

•pace la similar to the WEB expansion of the i-componerft sca-

lar vf theory in the coordinate epace.

To enhance this analogy, let us introduce a field in

the loop space

which is also a functional of the sourcet

Xt N Sends ta infinity at fixed ratio

of the number of flavors to that of colors, then this sour-

ce i remains finite ^ •

This limit corresponds to the topologlcal expansion of

Teneziano
 1 2

 which is a generalization of the 1/N ex-

pansion. The equation for the loop averages In this limit

in a slightly different form were considered by one of the
о

authore •

The normalization factor '/V In Bq. (4.1) was int-

roduces so, that the normalization condition for r i» H-

—independent

*Э Recall the flavor trace in definition (2.14)

17



(О) = { .
Squation of motion for x can be written as

It is instructive to compare this equation witn the

equation of motion for the Q \P theory

Here we gave explicitly

a dependence upon the Plancks constant. In the claeeical li-

mit, n -* О , one gets

D f
 я
 <У У

2 f
 c/

In our theory* all the terms with the variation*! deri-

vative e are proportional to VT
Z
 , so tb̂ at at H • oO *• ob-

tain the following "classical" equation

J. *r s77
w
 Ф'

с
> ' I ̂'̂ '̂  <P(c

v
) Ф(

^ С (Ч-.8)



This is not a classical equation of the underlying gau-

ge theory. Rather it is a classical equation of effective

scalar theory in the loop space.

Why the WKB approximation turns cut to be valid in: the

loop space at N -• oo ?

The original action (2.2) is 0(N ), since eacn trace is

0(H) and the quark term contains product of traces in colors

and flavors. But the straightforward WES is not valid in the

original functional integral. The reason is that the original

fields contain OQt) degrees of freedom. Quantum fluctuations

of these fields produce en entropy O(N^) which renormalizes

the bare action ' »

However, when the gauge theory is reformulated in terms

of the SO(IU singlet fields W (С ) , the WKB approxLma -

tion becomes valid, since in this case the entropy is 0(1),

i.e. Q{HT ) as compared with the effective action.

We did not formulate vhe theory in terms of the functio-

nal integrals over Ч'^С) fields in the loop space. We

rather derived corresponding Shwinger equations.

The entropy terms in these equations are those with the

variational derivatives ° * f $} . They are indeed 0(lT*
2
).

The entropy produced by quantum fluctuations of gluons and

quarks corresponds to the first and the second terms in the

RES of 2q. (4.8).

There is another explanation why the WKB approximation

ie valid at N -» 00 . The field

^ This approach corresponds to the planar diagrams.

19



contains the average of N phase terms

л

la the quantum theory these phases are He.i^enberg operators

However, the commutators in the index space are local - say

to the 1-st order of perturbation theory

Under these conditions the commutators

f (4.12)

can be neglected, so that the <r field can be treated clas-

sically.

In other words, tae suacatloa over color indices produ-

ce в statistical averaging which suppresses the quantum fluc-

tuations. It corresponds to the factor!cation property

Л

Thia property follows froa our equation in a trivial

way» One should introduce an additional source /)

20



which corresponds to a small shift of the j-source in our

equation

'
2
 <« к- А/

Expanding in <£/ f we find

к • +""2lUlf .16)

The last equation is equivalent to the factorization pro-

perty (4.13).

Kext, suppose we solved the "classical" equation

(though this is, of course, a formidable task).

Then the observable quantities, say, the 2-point func-

tion

(4.18)

can be expressed in terms of this solution as follows

(4.19)

(o SJ(c')

The correlation function 7

has the physical meaning of its own. In the limit of small



contour, when

The correlation function contains information about gluo -

ni* (closed strings in the modern slang).

Equation for this function In the 't Hooft limit (3*0)

read*

Equation lor T in the sane approximation

J
 с

• She apeotrum of thederived in oar previous paper

"oloa»d string** is to b* fouad from the corresponding li -

near homogeneous ^ equation for the creation operator

*r 177 *

«as a lot of confusion in the literature concer-

ning the closed sad open string equations. Some people misin-

terpreted r(t) «я the wave tunotloxs.1 of the dosed string

and then applied brute force to obtain the linear "string

equation*•

^ The inhomogeneous term in *q% (%.22) vmnish.es for se-
parated contours*



The truth is a bit more complicated. As we see now,

there are two coupled equations - the nonlinear equation for

the loop average and its linearization - the equation for

the string wave functional.

As for the f> -functional by itself, it describes the

"open string" with quarks at the ends.

This can be seen from the represeiitation (4.19). In the

*t Hooft limit, the last term is 0(H~ ) as compared with the

first one, so that the 2-point function is expressed entire-

ly in terms of

с -ад
The conventional Mambu-tioto string theory would corres-

ponds to

(4.26)

Surfaces bounded iu С

Probably such an Ansatz with some modifications would satis-

fy ' the nonlinear equation (4-.23). In Sect. 7 we show

that Ansatz (4*26) is consistent at asymptotically large

contours.

Let us resume this Section as follows.

The standard WKB strategy can be applied to QCD when

This is discussed in the fortacoming paper by one of
the authors*

23



reformulated in the loop space* In the loop space, one haa

a "classical" field Ф(С-) , which is improperly trea -

ted ' by the ordinary perturbation'theory «hereinr ^*jf

The 1/N expansion corresponds to the WKB arround this "elae-

eical" field.

It has the meaning of an amplitude of propagation of the

open string. The closed strings correspond to small varia -

tion of the "classical" field and are described, as usual,

by linearized "classical" equation»

Explicit solutions for the "classical" loop field and

for the corresponding propagators of the closed strings are

still unknown» This appears to be the central problem of QCD

within our approach.

5» Connection with the Planar

Let us examine our basic equation (4.2?) within the or-

dinary perturbation theory. It will be amusing to see, how

the variety of the planar graphs in the LBS of Eq. (4.2?)

arranges into the simple factorized structure of the HHS.

We also shall learn something about the singular operator*

involved.

The ordinary perturbation expansion for the loop avera-

ge goes along with expansion of the ordered exponent in

terms of gluon field A s — io,8

' This in fact is harmless in the ТЛГ region, but leads to
the infrared catastrophe within perturbation theory
(see also Sect* 7).



Here Q
c
 (1, ..., n) arranges the points X/... X

n
 in cyc-

lic order along the contour 0 . The factor 1/n enters becau-

se there j*re n equivalent choices of the origin Л
о
 for

the contour paraaietrization

It is convenient to preserve the cyolio symmetry and not

to specify the parametrization of the contour* The natural

graphic repreeentation for Eq, (5*1) ie

z
Here the block with wavy lines represents the n-point gluon

Greens function (including the disconnected and 1F reducib-

le parts). The dot at the wavy line stands for he contour

integration

The solid line standsfor the Q
c
 -function and can be trea-

ted as the propagator of a heavy test particle residing on

the closed contour Q, •

Thus, there is only one diagram to the first order

The second order diagrams are listed in the Appendix A.



Let us first check the Mandelstams relation (3.1). 'Co ЫоЛ

first order, ire find, applying the formal Stokes theorem,

(5.6)

Here the vertex

corresponds to the linear term in the non-Abelian field

strength

in the Mandelatame formula.

Notice, that we Implied that the Greene function is re-

gularized in some «a; - eaj

л /f - fd/f + iicfx-*)

Onlj «hen the else r of the little loop &£ ie smaller

then |£ , can we neglect the diagran

<f с Л

for exam pie, if the little loop ie a circle, thie diagram

contributes

-n

26



This is a function of r / £ i which tends to zero as

Г*/«£* at Г
г
« г , and increases as

 Г
^С in the

oppoeite limit.

Thus» the Itandelstaa relation ie valid only for the re-

gularised theory, when the diagrams inside the little loop

oan be neglected*

One nay also use the dimensional regular!cation for W •

Then the contribution of the diagram» inside the little loop

are proportional to

•-</
(Л.Г-')"

•o that at d < 2 the Uandelstams relation holds. Preoisely

at ds2 there is only one diagram (5.10), which produces

13 the anomaly in the llandelstams formula. For higher di-

mensions, the analytic continuation should be used* Xole

prescription is operative within the perturbation theory.

She graphical form of the Mandelstams relation looks

like

She first term arises as before, while the second one with

the vertex

'<> " °V (5.13)

arises due to differentiation of the % -function when ap-

plying the Stokes theorem.

27



The more transparent ка; to obtain this ten. is Ъо con-

sider the

*c Sc
 J

which corresponds to the савэ, when two adjacent point.** lii

inside the little loop £<• . Уог infinite Imal Г 3 , *

aoy take P out of the integral which fields

ОС

Hot ice, that she symmetric part ot the ttnsor. г^л

does not contribute, so that the disoorjuect^d diagram (̂ .

таМзЬев *в it was discussed abo?^»

bet us now check our equatlor. Sf« .-Thĉ d difietentiiite

the Mandelstaus relation (5»''2>. It would Ъ; cotiverieat to

treat separately the longitudinal term

In the fejnaan gauge, where there IF no ixaotl.er source of

longitudinal terras, the ters (5»''o) i
R
 canceled bj the

ghost loops (see below).

The remaining terne can be represented ae

<Tr
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(5.18)

(5И9)

She о «Пае corresponds to the propagator

.20)

Moond tern in the HpS of Sq» (5.20) generates new lon-

gitudinal terse» «fetch are abeent, however, In the feynaan

gatige.

bet us utilise this gauge* Then the dlaoonneoted planar

diagram la Bq. (5.1?)

preoieelj reproduoea the HHS of our equation»

fhe oonneeted diagrajaa oan be reduced by neana of

Shwin^er-Dyeon equation

conn

(5.22)



where the last term corresponds to the ghost loop.

In the Peynman gauge the о -line can be contracted and

integration over the position of the vertex in 4-space can be

removed, 60 that the first two terms in JSq. (5*22) precisely

cancel (5.18) and (5.19), respectively "' .

Let us consider the longitudinal parts. In the Feynman

gauge, the last term in the HH8 of Eq. (5*22) canoeIs with

the longitudinal tere (5*16) ' • She formal proof can be

given ^
 U 8

i
n
g the Slavnov-Taylor identity. In fact, this

cancellation follows immediately froa the first principles,

since the ghosts were designated just to cancel the gauge

fixing term in equation of motion

when applied to any gauge invariant expectation value. She

mechanism performing such a cancellation in our case of or-

q

dered loop integrals was explained by one of the authors
 7
 •

Vo discus* that in the next Section*

This completes the proof. Iu the Appendix A we illustra-

te the general proof by direct calculations to tbe second

order.

' In Ref. 9 this cancellation was proven by a slightly
different method using the Shwinger equation for the
generating functional rather then its graphic represen-
tation (5*22).

* ' In the generalized Lorentz gauge, the longitudinal part
of the propagator (5*20) leads to additional longitudi-
nal terms which give in the sum with (5*16)

- '/л <Тг (Ъ,Ъ
Г
Л
Г
(*) KCC* ))> * It ie the quantity

that cencels with the ghost loop in this gauge.
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We learned in this Section the following.

i) The diagrams inside the little loop, which is invol-

ved in definition of our derivatives are not included in the

Mandelstams relation and in our equation*

As a consequence, these relations are valid only for the

regularised theory and cannot be renormalized in an explicit
10,14

form (see also 8 )• The recent proofs of renorma-

lizability of the loop average are valid only for smooth

nonintersecting contour and thus cannot be applied to our

equ Cion.

ii) We also established the correspondence with the pla-

nar diagrams.

In the Peynman gauge only the disconnected planar diag-

rams of the type (5.21) contribute to our equation.All the

cancel

connected diagrams^wxth contact terms which come from deri-

vatives of the ordering Э
с
 -function. The cancellation

condition is equivalent to Shwinger -Dyson equation for the

ordinary Greens functions*

She gauge fixing and the ghost terms cancel each other.

The ordered contour integrals depend of the gauge parameter

even for the closed loop (see also 9 )• The ghost loops

compensate this dependence, so that the loop average is ga-

uge independent to each order of perturbation theory.

ill) Though our equation generates all the planar diag-

rams, it ie not equivalent to the planar graphs theory.

There might be nonperturbative effects, which &re lost in

any finite order of the planar diagram expansions. Though

the number of the planar diagrams grows only exponentially

" , we believe that this is an asymptotic expansion be-

cause of renormalons • Some of the nonperturbative ei-
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fects are considered In the next Sections.

for convenience of Published Departaent, this paper is

derided into tiro parts* The second part consists of Sections

6-8 and will be published by a subsequent preprint*
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Appendix A

Calculations to Second Order in ^o »

In order to examine our equation (4.23) within the

planar graphs theory, let us apply the operator <L to

Bq. (5.12).

To the first order in Д
о
 t

 ont
> gets ?

which reproduces the EHS of Eq. (4.23) to this order*

The cancellation described In Sect. 5 takes place to

order Д . • Now, the contact terse with the vertex (5*13)

appear to this order. Another type of oontaot teras due to

aotion of the operator % ( » on the given contour integrals

appears according to Sect. 3*

The reeult of the operation /*C*J
 r
u.j*"wi8 listed in

Table I. We do not oonoentrate our attention on detailed

calculations which are contained In Hef* 9. We rather

trace how the equation is satisfied.

The noncontaot terse coming from the graph a.) repro-

duce exactly the EHS of Eq. (4.23) to this order. The re-

maining oontact terns (in parenthesis) cancel with the

noncontaot terms (in square braokets) coming from the

graph b_). The remaining oontaot terms (for simplicity they

are given in the Feynman gauge) cancel with the graph o.).

Farther the chain breaks because the graph o) is not orde-

red and does not generate new contact terms* Of course,

these cancellations result from the Shwlnger - JDyson equa-

tion (5*22).
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bet us turn to the longitudinal tana», whioh are

underlined by the dashed line* Those coming froa the

graphs a.) and b) cancel with the ghost Joop d). This

cancellation results froa the Ward identity, as shorn

in Ref. 9.
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